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WHO WE ARE 
Rosenberg Advertising (RA) is a full-service advertising agency. Founded in 1981 by our current president, 
David Rosenberg, RA has grown from one employee (who happens to still work here!) to a talented and 
diverse staff of 13. We are proud to offer our clients intense branding analysis and development, corporate 
identity design and strategy, comprehensive campaign development including direct mail, digital marketing, 
video, traditional print, TV, radio, website design and development, search engine optimization, social media 
strategy and reputation management, as well as media planning, negotiating and buying.

We work in a well-loved, renovated century home that reflects the honest, steadfast character on which our 
company was founded 33 years ago. Over the years we have grown and we have helped hundreds of other 
businesses grow too. There is nothing we won’t do for our clients to reach the success they desire! Below are 
snapshots of who would work with you to bring awareness, growth and success to The Grove.

  

OUR PROCESS 
RA will work with The Grove, through a kick off meeting as well as competitor research, to determine a 
recommended course of action regarding branding and positioning. Based off our kick off meeting we will be 
able to develop an overall look, colors and type of voice that will be implemented in the marketing outlined 
below.  
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WHAT WE WILL DO FOR YOU 
Based on the developed overall look and current logo, RA will create brand consistency across all promotional 
materials. The following is an outline of the scope of work that RA would complete. 

1. FULL SEASON POSTER 
The full season poster will be designed with a fresh new Grove look. All 20 events, phone number, website 
and any additional pertinent information will be included. The poster will be sized for easy display at local 
businesses. 

2. FULL SEASON JUMBO POSTCARD 
The design and contents from the full season poster will be reformatted to fit a jumbo sized postcard and 
mailed out the Mayfield Village School District. RA will manage and oversee the printing and mailing process 
with one of our preferred printing vendors.

3. FLYER FOR EACH EVENT (20) 
For brand consistency, RA will design a flyer template based off the new Grove look. Once this template is 
established the content (photos and text) will be laid out for each individual event. A PDF can be provided for 
printing small quantities or, if larger quantities are necessary, an outside printer can be utilized.

4. DESIGN AND DISTRIBUTE WEEKLY E-BLAST (10) 
RA will design and develop an HTML e-blast template with a consistent branded look. An e-blast will be 
designed and sent out each week to showcase the upcoming events. The e-blast can include links leading to 
other pages (Facebook, Mayfield Village Website) to highlight past events. The e-blasts will be sent from “The 
Grove” as opposed to being sent from an individual’s email address. RA will provide weekly analytics for each 
e-blast including: delivery rate, opens, clicks, opt outs etc.

5. WRITE SCRIPT FOR WEEKLY “HOTLINE” 
To maintain a consistent message, RA will provide a phone script for each week which will tie in with the 
message on each weekly e-blast.

6. CREATE NEWSPAPER AD 
An ad will be designed for the Voice of the Villager. This ad can be used and resized to fit in other publications 
as necessary. 

7. DRAFT AND DISTRIBUTE WEEKLY PRESS RELEASES 
To create a buzz on recent happenings and upcoming events, RA will draft and distribute press releases to 
local media. In addition to reaching out to local media, RA will contact local event listing websites and blogs. 

8. FACEBOOK GRAPHICS 
If The Grove decides to have an intern create and manage a Facebook page, RA can offer a consultation on 
strategy. In addition RA will create 10 weekly Facebook graphics that will include condensed contents from the 
weekly e-blast. 



PRICING 
DESIGN FEE AND MARKETING STRATEGY: $12,000

RA fee of $12,000 would be billed 33% down in June; 33% in July; 33% and August

*Printing costs and other outside vendor expenses, such postage, are not included in our fee.

ADDITIONAL SERVICES  
In addition to the services outlined above, RA can create a suite of branded design items that can be used 
during or prior to events. Items can include banners, pop up displays, sidewalk stickers, brochures, online 
and Facebook advertisings, video production, etc. Additional services can be completed at a predetermined 
agreed upon price, or at our hourly rate of $100.


